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ABSTRACT
This work investigates a set of cosmological collisionless N-body simulations with
featured power spectra of initial perturbations in the context of the core-cusp and
satellite problems. On the studied power spectra some scales of fluctuations were
suppressed. Such spectral features can be caused by multicomponent dark matter.
The density profiles innermost resolved slopes α ≡ d log(ρ)/d log(r) of the five largest
haloes were measured and its dependence on the parameters of the suppression was
traced. In a certain range of the parameters the slopes flatten from initial value of
about −1.2 to −0.6 or even to −0.2 in one of the cases. This qualitatively demonstrates
that (i) profiles shape depends on initial power spectrum and (ii) this effect may be
responsible for the solution of the core-cusp problem. The suppression of some part
of the initial power spectrum also leads to the decrease of the number of massive
subhaloes.
1 INTRODUCTION
The so-called “core-cusp problem” is one of the essential
problems in the standard ΛCDM cosmology. The problem
lies in discrepancy of dark matter haloes inner structure in
observations and in numerical simulations. It appeared that
the central slopes of density profiles ρ(r) in dwarf and LSB-
galaxies is significantly smaller than those obtained in nu-
merical simulations (e.g. Burkert 1995; Kravtsov et al. 1998;
Salucci & Burkert 2000; de Blok et al. 2001; de Blok 2010).
However, cuspy haloes with steep central slope α > 1 are ob-
served as well, yet in massive galactic clusters (Lewis et al.
2003; Arabadjis et al. 2002). Measurement of density pro-
files in spiral and elliptical galaxies is aggravated by total
domination of bright baryon matter in their central parts.
Thus, cuspless profiles are observed only in a special type of
galaxies dominated by dark matter.
Recently new evidence appeared on that galactic cusps
in some cases can be destructed by the firm AGN feedback
(Martizzi et al. 2013). Apart from this, wide variety of exotic
non-standard models of dark matter were proposed: warm
(Tremaine & Gunn 1979; Col´ın et al. 2000), collisional
(Spergel & Steinhardt 2000), fluid (Peebles 2000), decay-
ing (Cen 2001; Abdelqader & Melia 2008; Pilipenko et al.
2009), flavour-mixed or oscillating (Medvedev 2012).
Doroshkevich et al. (2012) claimed that the core-cusp
problem can be solved within the standard model. Galactic
cusps can be eliminated by small-scale motions of particles
which are not accounted for in numerical simulation. Par-
ticles motions may be characterised by the coarse-grained
entropy function E:
E = σ2ρ−2/3,
where σ is the velocity dispersion of dark matter particles
and ρ is their density. As was shown in Doroshkevich et al.
(2012), E can be increased by either initial temperature of
particles or by small scale density perturbations. Regardless
the source of entropy, the growth of E should result in the
flattening of density profiles since cuspy profile has E → 0
when r → 0.
Numerical investigation of this effect in toy models of
halo formation by Pilipenko et al. (2012) confirmed the flat-
tening of cusp by small scale perturbations. The perturba-
tions on the scale k ∼ 10kL to k ∼ 20kL, where kL stands for
the main large-scale frequency of the halo, are responsible for
this effect. However also the importance of perturbations of
intermediate scales with k < 10kL was demonstrated. These
perturbations retain cusp if their amplitude is high enough.
Thus, in order to remove cusps the intermediate scale per-
turbations should be damped. Pilipenko et al. (2012) argued
that this can happen quite rare for the standard CDM power
spectrum: the probability of having intermediate perturba-
tions damped for a given halo is ≤ 1%.
In this paper we further investigate the interaction of
perturbations of different scales in more realistic models
with initial power spectrum constructed from the standard
one by the introduction of a spectral feature. In this study
particular types of spectrum features were chosen to quali-
tatively reproduce initial conditions used by Pilipenko et al.
(2012).
We suggest a physical model of how this feature can
be produced in the Universe. The spectral feature should
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appear if the dark matter consists of at least two species
with different particle mass. Some interaction between these
species can be responsible for the complex shape of power
spectrum. In particular, very interesting model is anapole
dark matter (Ho & Scherrer 2013). Thus, the core-cusp
problem and galactic satellites problem of the ΛCDM cos-
mology may give us some insights into the physics of dark
matter.
The effect of featured power spectra on large-scale
structure was previously studied by Knebe et al. (2001). Au-
thors added bump and various dips on standard power spec-
trum and found that this changes only halo-halo correlation
function and haloes peculiar velocities (in case of the bumpy
spectrum). According to the authors, local halo abundance
and large-scale velocities field remain unchanged. In regard
to density profiles, although the authors found no difference
between the models, actual density profiles provided in the
paper shows slight flattening of cusps for all modified mod-
els. Absence or weakness of the effect may be explained by
the insufficient resolution of the models and the chosen pa-
rameters of the spectrum dips. According to Pilipenko et al.
(2012) the dip should be broad enough to produce the ef-
fect. Only the largest dip in (Knebe et al. 2001) meets this
condition. Additionally, dip’s shape was chosen so that it
did not suppress all intermediate frequencies.
This paper structured as follows. Section 2 describes pa-
rameters of numerical simulations and implemented features
of power spectra. In section 3 we discuss main results and
their connections to the entropy theory. Section 4 concludes.
2 N-BODY SIMULATIONS WITH MODIFIED
POWER SPECTRA
To study the effect of various spectrum features on prop-
erties of the inner structure of haloes the numerical simu-
lations were run in a cubical volume 25 h−1Mpc in a side
with periodic boundary conditions. 2563 probe dark mat-
ter particles were used with corresponding mass resolution
7.76 · 107 h−1M⊙. The comoving force softening length was
chosen to be min(Li/5.5, Li/55a), where Li is a mean ini-
tial separation between particles which is ∼0.1 h−1Mpc. The
simulations were performed with the aid of GADGET-2 code
(Springel 2005). The concordance ΛCDM parameters were
used (the dimensionless density parameters Ωm = 0.3 and
ΩΛ = 0.7). Initial conditions were set using N-GenIC code
written by Volker Springel.
Along with the standard ΛCDM power spectrum several
modified on small-scales spectra were studied. Features were
introduced as:
P (k) = F (k) · P0(k),
where P0(k) is the standard spectrum and F (k) defines ac-
tual shape of the feature. In case of bumpy spectra used
F (k) was similar to one chosen by Knebe et al. (2001):
F (k) = Fb(k, kb, σb, Ab),
Fb(k, kb, σb, Ab) ≡ 1 + Ab · exp
(
−
log2(k/kb)
2σ2b
)
,
which introduces logarithmic Gaussian bump on scale kb
with width σb and amplitude Ab. When the amplitude equals
to Ab, it implies that at maximum of the bump the power
of perturbations P0(kb) will be enhanced by (1+Ab) times.
Another type of studied features was dip which sup-
pressed all frequencies in range between wave numbers k1
and k2:
F (k) = Fd(k, k1, k2, Ad, Td),
Fd(k, k1, k2, Ad, Td) ≡ 1−
Ad
exp
(
log(k/k1)·log(k/k2)
Td
)
+ 1
,
where Ad defines the rate of suppressing and Td character-
ize the sharpness of dips boundaries. This kind of feature
is of the principle interest since it qualitatively represents
initial conditions used by Pilipenko et al. (2012) (two delta-
shaped peaks on small- and large-scales without intermedi-
ate modes).
Finally, combination of different features was investi-
gated. In this case small-scale perturbations are enhanced
with intermediate frequencies suppressed and F (k) is ex-
pressed as:
F (k) = Fb(k, kb, σb, Ab) · Fd(k, k1, k2, Ad, Td).
Initial conditions are set in such a manner, that all cor-
responding spatial frequencies in different simulations have
equal phases and their amplitudes are counted according
to the power spectrum. In this case as long as the large-
scale part of power spectra is kept unchanged, the large-
scale structure (including positions and masses of the largest
haloes) remains roughly the same in all simulations exam-
ined. This enables us to trace changes of properties for the
same haloes in cases of different power spectra. In differ-
ent simulations haloes were matched if their centers are not
displaced further than their virial radii. Virial radii do not
change more than 10% for the same haloes in different sim-
ulations. The accuracy of this procedure was verified by
the fact that all matched haloes in featured models con-
sist mostly of the particles which form these haloes in the
model with standard spectrum (in the two worst cases the
fractions were 51% and 65%, in other cases it was about 80%
and even more). However, one can use this criteria only to
identify the largest haloes which scales are not affected by
spectral features. The five largest haloes were chosen for fur-
ther investigation. In case of standard power spectrum their
masses cover a range between 1.7 ·1013 h−1M⊙ and 9.9 ·10
13
h−1M⊙. Masses and concentrations (c ≡ Rvir/rs) are listed
at the top of tab. 1 (the haloes are numbered sequentially ac-
cording to their masses). Thus, the haloes contain sufficient
number of particles (2 ÷ 13 · 105) to study density profiles
on the smallest scale of about few kpc.
Since chosen box size and mass resolution encompass
only the high-frequency monotonic part of the ΛCDM power
spectrum, all obtained results are almost scale free. In other
words, the results depends only on relative scales of certain
haloes and spectrum features used. For this reason it is con-
venient to express all features scales in terms of the largest
haloes’ average scale kh ≈ 0.8 h/kpc.
In order to study the effect of perturbations of different
scales on density profiles the aforementioned features with
different parameters were examined. In particular, ampli-
tude, width and position were varied. The shapes of chosen
features are shown in fig. 1. Left boundary of the dips was
chosen to be k1 = kh. In the top left panel the models with
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Figure 1. Modified power spectra. Top left: dips with various depths. Top right: dips with various widths. Bottom left: two dips with
different positions. Bottom right: combination of features of different types (16D1000B200) and bumpy spectrum (16B200). The solid
arrows show scales of the largest haloes in the simulation (H1–H5), left and right dashed arrows indicate scales 16 times smaller than
that of H1 and H5 respectively.
dips of various depth are shown. In this set of models right
boundaries of dips were set on k2 = 16k1 scale. Thus, inter-
mediate spatial frequencies are suppressed on scales between
kh and 16kh which is sufficient condition for small-scale per-
turbations to eliminate the density cusp1. Dips’ amplitudes
Ad were chosen to be 0.9, 0.99 and 0.999 for models 16D10,
16D100 and 16D1000 where intermediate modes are sup-
pressed by a factor of 10, 100 and 1000 respectively. Model
D0 represents standard power spectrum without any fea-
tures. Another parameter to study was dip’s width. In the
top right panel the models with varied width are shown
(model 4D1000 with Ad = 0.999 and k2 = 4k1, model
8D1000 with k2 = 8k1, model 16D1000 with k2 = 16k1,
model 32D1000 with k2 = 32k1 and model CUT1000 with
k2 much larger than k1 so that all modes with scales smaller
than k1 were suppressed). The bottom left panel represents
two models with dips of the same width (k2 = 8k1) yet on
1 It should be kept in mind that according to Pilipenko et al.
(2012) for the effect of small-scale perturbations being pro-
nounced the small fluctuations scale kS should be within a range
10kL < kS < 20kL, where kL is the scale of main collapsing mode
which in this case equals to the scale of the halo kh
102
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104
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 0.1  1  10
ρ/
ρ c
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Figure 2. The most vigorous effect of spectrum modification
on density profile (H4). In model CUT1000 cusp reproduces, yet
with smaller central density. This happens because of the partial
suppression of the main large-scale mode.
different scales (k1 = kh in model 8D1000 and k1 = 2kh in
model 8D1000 HF). Finally, in the bottom right panel mod-
els D0 and 16D1000 are shown with introduced bump on
scale kb = 16.2kh.
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3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Central slopes
The largest haloes in the simulation contain about 105÷106
particles. Their density profile was fitted with NFW pro-
file (see example in fig. 2). The density profiles were found
to be stable as they do not change their shape during at
least five last snapshots. However, since NFW profile slope
α ≡ d log(ρ)/d log(r) on small radii slowly approaches its
asymptotic value α = −1, the central slopes (measured over
the innermost five bins where it remains almost the same)
of the largest haloes proved to be α = −1.2. For haloes of
lower masses the situation is even less encouraging due to
poorer resolution.
It is worth noting that apart from universal NFW pro-
files many other fits were introduced in literature, the most
part of which endeavours to approximate density behaviour
both in the inner and outer parts of haloes. However, it
seems reasonable to describe the central part of halo sepa-
rately from its outskirts, since after halo formation, its center
can hardly be changed due to high speed of particles which
come through the deep potential well. At the same time the
outer parts of the halo continue to evolve due to mergers
and mass accretion along filaments. Therefore, approximat-
ing of both regions simultaneously is not quite adequate.
This problem might be solved, for instance, using the (α,
β, γ) model (Zhao 1996; Kravtsov et al. 1998) which distin-
guishes between these parts in a certain sense. This work ex-
amines only the innermost slope as density behaviour in the
outskirts of haloes remains almost unchanged in the studied
models.
The resulting inner slopes are listed in tab. 1. Differ-
ent haloes have divers masses and were formed from per-
turbations of different scales. Therefore, their inner struc-
ture responds on spectral features in different ways. Be-
sides, it should be kept in mind that correspondence between
Fourier-space (where power spectrum is defined) and real-
space (where haloes form) is not bijective. Actual shapes and
structures of haloes depend on the local amplitudes of ini-
tial density perturbations which are statistically bond with
power spectrum. Therefore, the relation between haloes in-
ner structure and the shape of power spectrum should be
treated statistically as well. Thus, certain trends in the den-
sity profiles shape changing can be traced.
First of all, dependence of the inner slopes on the dip’s
depth was examined. As it can be seen from tab. 1 (mod-
els D0, 16D10, 16D100 and 16D1000) cusps of all stud-
ied haloes become shallower with higher rate of interme-
diate modes suppression. This result is in line with that of
Pilipenko et al. (2012), where the effect of small-scale per-
turbations is eliminated in case if intermediate modes are
sufficiently intense. The width of the dips was fixed at ap-
proximately the same value as the separation between small-
and large-scale perturbations which produces the most pro-
nounced effect in Pilipenko et al. (2012).
On the contrary, dependence on the dip’s width does
not exhibit such consonance. The effect appears for different
haloes on divers values of the width. Specifically, haloes H1
and H4 have the smallest central slope when the small-scale
edge of the dip is 8 times of the large-scale one (8D1000). For
H2 the effect is mostly pronounced in models 8D1000 and
16D1000. In case of H5 one can observe the same (within the
error) minimal value of inner slope in 16D1000 and 32D1000,
while halo H3 shows shallowing of the cusp in a range of dip
width (8D1000, 16D1000, 32D1000). The most vigorous ef-
fect of flattening was obtained for the halo H4 in model
8D1000, where the innermost slope proved to be α ≈ −0.2
(fig. 2). This difference in behaviour occurs partly because of
local statistical realisation of the spectra, partly because of
haloes masses disparity. As it was mentioned before, haloes
of different masses effectively “feel” the same dip like if it
were placed on different relative scales. Nonetheless, with all
small-scale modes suppressed in CUT1000 the inner slopes
are steepen for all haloes (see also fig. 2). This indicates
that it is the small-scale perturbations which are responsi-
ble for the cusp destruction. Additionally, cusp partially (in
case of H1) or entirely (in all other cases) reproduces when
the dip is too narrow (4D1000). In this model intermediate
modes are not suppressed on sufficient scales which results
in steepening of the slope.
When it comes to bumpy spectra, the collapse of the
bump introduces abundance of small minihaloes with masses
about mass scale of the bump. It is clear from tab. 1 that
pure enhancing of small-scale perturbations (model 16B200)
does not produce the effect. The density profiles in this
case are almost indistinguishable from those obtained in
the model with standard spectrum. This illustrates signif-
icance of intermediate modes which can eliminate the ef-
fect of small-scale perturbations during non-linear evolution
and restore the cusp. Put simply, intermediate modes col-
lapse before the main large-scale mode of a certain halo and
resulting subhaloes fall into the center of the halo during
hierarchical clustering which results in steepening the cusp.
Collapsed small-scale perturbations have smaller masses and
corresponding subhaloes fall longer since the falling time
proportional to the ratio of the halo and satellite masses.
Another effect caused by minihaloes is destruction of
the cusp due to dynamical friction. Even though this impact
is quite feeble, slow subsequent flattening of the inner slope
was observed for some haloes over a several last snapshots.
It should be noted here that precise measurement of central
slopes is aggravated by the presence of these minihaloes since
their motions induce oscillations of the density profiles.
3.2 Central mass deficiency
Apart from the inner slopes of density profiles the impor-
tant property of haloes inner structure is the central den-
sity, or in other words the mass encompassed in some small
enough region of fixed size. The central mass depends mostly
on the moment of halo formation since it imprints aver-
age density of the Universe at the turnaround moment.
In this work the mass shortage in models with featured
spectra is characterized as the relative drop of the mass
within the sphere of radius rs (M(rs)) with respect to
that in the model with the standard spectrum MD0(rs), i.e.
(MD0(rs) −M(rs))/MD0(rs). It is evident from tab. 1 that
in cases when halo scale is close enough (or even lies within)
to the dip on the spectrum, central mass drops. Moreover,
the effect is more and more pronounced with smaller masses
of haloes. Again, haloes of different masses “feel” the deep
in different ways. While the largest haloes “lie” at certain
distance from the dip’s edge, the smallest ones are within
the dip. Therefore, the main perturbations which form the
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Figure 3. The largest halo in the model with standard spectrum
D0 (left) and with dip 16D1000 (right). Each dot represents indi-
vidual probe particle. The darker color means higher local density.
haloes are suppressed to different degrees. We suppose that
the main mode suppression results in latter time of forma-
tion and therefore in less central density. One can see this
difference in fig. 2 for models D0 and CUT1000: even though
in both cases the halo has cuspy profiles, central density is
smaller in case of small-scale modes suppression. Due to lat-
ter formation time density profiles may lose stability. How-
ever, it was found that they are stable as well as correspond-
ing profiles in standard model, yet on shorter times.
The only models with relatively weak effect of central
mass deficiency are 8D1000 HF and 16B200, where all haloes
main scales are not affected by spectrum features. Likewise,
drop of central mass in 16D10 is not as significant as in other
models due to the mild rate of suppression.
3.3 Subhaloes abundance
Another important consideration is abundance of subhaloes
within the haloes. It is evident that lack of power on cer-
tain scales in spectrum of perturbations results in signifi-
cant quantity reduction of corresponding mass haloes. We
did not explore this question quantitatively. However, the
effect can be easily seen in fig. 3 where the halo in standard
model is inhabited by numerous satellites, whereas this halo
in featured model has no large subhaloes at all. This fact
imposes restrictions on number and masses of satellites of
cuspless galaxies. Specifically, such galaxies must not have
large satellites. Furthermore, one can expect that the largest
subhaloes in the featured models can form from the pertur-
bations which correspond to the right edge of the dip. Given
that the right edge scale (k2) is approximately one order of
magnitude smaller than that of the left edge (k1), the largest
subhaloes mass can be about 10−3 of that of the main halo.
Since the results are scale free, for dwarf galaxies (where
cores are observed) the largest mass of subhaloes can be es-
timated as ∼ 107 h−1M⊙. This allowed mass of satellites
is too small to start star formation. For the sake of further
investigation of this problem it would be interesting to per-
form large cosmological simulation with modified spectrum
to investigate the properties of haloes’ satellites in the same
fashion like it was done by Kravtsov et al. (2004) for stan-
dard spectrum.
4 CONCLUSIONS
The inner structure of dark matter haloes was studied in
models with different spectral features. It was found that
having low amplitudes of intermediate perturbations (i.e.
modes with scales from the main scale to 8–32 times smaller
one), density cusps flattens from initial α ≈ −1.2 to α ≈
−0.6 or even to α ≈ −0.2. Partial or entire cusp reproduc-
tion in case if all small-scales fluctuations are suppressed
indicates that it is the small-scale modes which are responsi-
ble for the cusp flattening. According to the entropy theory
these small-scale perturbations converts into fast random
motions of dark matter particles which destruct the central
density cusp. Investigation of features variety enables us to
define optimal parameters of intermediate modes suppres-
sion to destroy density cusp. In particular, we found that:
• The effect occurs if intermediate modes are suppressed
by more than 10 times. The higher rate of suppression – the
more pronounced effect is observed.
• To eliminate the cusp intermediate perturbations must
be suppressed on a range from the main halo scale to 8–32
times smaller one. In the model with narrow dip (4D1000)
cusp reproduces due to intermediate modes (with wave num-
bers 4kh < k < 8kh) influence, while in the model with too
broad dip (CUT1000) the cusp can not be destroyed since
there all small-scale fluctuations are suppressed.
• The effect occurs only if the halo’s scale lies on the left
boundary of the dip. Partial suppression of the main scale
results in significant drop of central mass.
• Pure enhancing of small-scale perturbations cannot de-
stroy the cusp.
• The scatter of central slopes of haloes with similar
masses is quite large and may be comparable with the effect
itself.
There are two possible ways of how this effect of cusp
flattening can act in our Universe. First one was suggested
by Pilipenko et al. (2012): actual power spectrum bears
purely statistical value and some of its local realisations in
the standard model can be similar to the studied modified
spectra. Pilipenko et al. (2012) found the probability of such
statistical suppression of intermediate modes to be about
10−2. Taken account of relative abundance of special types
of galaxies where cores are observed, this explanation seems
plausible. In these terms the core-cusp problem results from
selection bias. However, detailed investigation of this purely
statistical effect in N-body simulations is beyond the capa-
bility of state-of-art numerical cosmology since it requires a
large (about 103) sample of well resolved haloes (i.e. haloes
which contain at least 106 particles each).
We suggest here the second and more promising way.
If the dark matter consists of more than one species (at
least two are needed), it can naturally produce global initial
power spectrum with a dip. In this model the large scale
part of the spectrum is provided by lightweight warm par-
ticles with mass 10-30 keV. The density fluctuations on the
scales smaller than that of dwarf or LSB galaxies with ob-
served cores are damped. This damping creates the left edge
of the spectral dip. At smaller scales the other, heavier com-
ponent creates base of the dip with amplitude at least 10
times lower than that of the standard CDM spectrum. The
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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isocurvature perturbations can produce the right edge of the
dip at smaller scales.
Nowadays, ΛCDM power spectrum is accurately mea-
sured to minimal scales of about 1 h−1Mpc. More-
over, nowadays we have evidence of small-scale per-
turbations power shortage on scales of 10–300 h−1kpc
(Demian´ski & Doroshkevich 2003). So the complex power
spectrum on small scales is not forbidden by current ob-
servations. One of predictions of our model is the deficit of
small haloes on some scale. This deficit can be manifested
as the satellite abundance problem. Simulations with larger
volume and observations of satellites of galaxies should be
used to judge this model.
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Table 1. The inner slope and mass deficiency within rs (with respect to the model with standard spectrum) in investigated models.
Each column corresponds to one of the haloes (H1–H5), which parameters (virial mass and concentration in the standard model) are
given at the top of the table. The first lines in each row represent central slopes α and the second lines stand for the mass shortages.
The models are split into sets in the same way as in fig. 1.
H1 H2 H3 H4 H5
Mvir , 1013 h−1M⊙ 9.9 4.8 2.4 2.0 1.7
c ≡ Rvir/rs 8.9 13.0 13.2 10.2 12.9
Model Central slope α
Central mass deficiency (MD0(rs)−M(rs))/MD0(rs), %
Standard spectrum:
D0 −1.23± 0.03 −1.20± 0.10 −1.35± 0.05 −1.24± 0.04 −1.30± 0.05
0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Various depth:
16D10 −0.98± 0.02 −1.10± 0.09 −1.20± 0.19 −0.71± 0.02 −0.88± 0.19
10% 20% 30% 44% 41%
16D100 −0.90± 0.04 −0.84± 0.09 −1.02± 0.10 −0.67± 0.19 −0.99± 0.04
14% 29% 42% 53% 58%
16D1000 −0.82± 0.04 −0.73± 0.14 −0.94± 0.06 −0.60± 0.25 −0.70± 0.08
17% 31% 43% 52% 58%
Various width:
4D1000 −0.84± 0.02 −1.21± 0.05 −1.21± 0.16 −1.31± 0.22 −1.33± 0.10
16% 34% 42% 47% 63%
8D1000 −0.70± 0.12 −0.92± 0.03 −0.93± 0.05 −0.20± 0.14 −0.94± 0.11
12% 33% 42% 59% 61%
16D1000 −0.82± 0.04 −0.73± 0.14 −0.94± 0.06 −0.60± 0.25 −0.70± 0.08
17% 31% 43% 52% 58%
32D1000 −0.87± 0.11 −1.03± 0.03 −0.90± 0.06 −0.54± 0.09 −0.68± 0.13
15% 29% 40% 58% 51%
CUT1000 −1.12± 0.11 −0.93± 0.13 −1.03± 0.21 −0.71± 0.17 −0.85± 0.19
14% 27% 40% 56% 51%
Various position:
8D1000 −0.70± 0.12 −0.92± 0.03 −0.93± 0.05 −0.20± 0.14 −0.94± 0.11
12% 33% 42% 59% 61%
8D1000 HF −0.93± 0.06 −1.40± 0.03 −1.37± 0.04 −1.29± 0.08 −1.02± 0.10
10% 13% 17% 12% 5%
Bumpy spectra:
16D1000B200 −0.53± 0.04 −0.75± 0.18 −1.10± 0.11 −1.03± 0.28 −1.22± 0.15
12% 28% 45% 55% 64%
16B200 −1.18± 0.10 −1.19± 0.10 −1.32± 0.05 −1.37± 0.09 −1.13± 0.04
−7% 11% 2% −1% 0%
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